
Stage 1 Home Learning Grid- Term 3, Week 3
You will not need access to a digital device to complete the following activities.

All activities can be completed on paper, homework book or an exercise book.
You can upload photos of your work to seesaw for the teacher’s to give you feedback at the end of each day.

Stage 1 teachers

Monday
Reading

Learning Intention:
We are learning to make
inferences to understand texts
we read.

Success Criteria:
I can use clues in the text and
my background knowledge to
understand the meaning of new
vocabulary in texts.

Making Inferences
Read the text below and answer the questions below about vocabulary. Inference charts to support you have been pasted at
the end of the grid.

Max blew out the seven candles that were nestled into the icing on the cake. As he looked up, he saw his sister flailing her

arms whilst turning to their mother. She was holding the toy she had unwrapped this morning and cried out, “Look at what

he did!”

Reread the text and look at the highlighted words (vocabulary).

1. Using the clues in the text, what do you think “candles that were nestled into the icing” means?

2. Using the clues in the text, what do you think “flailing her arms” means?

3. If you wrote this text, what words could you use to replace:-
a) nestled _________                            b) flailing _________



Writing Discussion
Watch the story Invisible Boy and answer the following questions in your book or on paper.
Click here https://youtu.be/cNHc2XCultQ

Why do you think the author wrote this text?
Who did the author write this text for?
How did the text engage you as an audience?
Why did Brian feel invisible?
What do you think Brian should have done to make himself be seen?
If you were a superhero what would your superpower be?
How would you help others?

Sight Words
Practise reading and writing your sight word list. If you are unsure what list you are working on please ask your teacher.

Mathematics

Learning Intention:
We are learning to describe,
continue and identify the
missing elements in number
patterns.

Success Criteria:
I can continue number patterns.

I can find the missing number in
patterns.

I can describe my number
pattern in words.

COMPLETE ON A NEW NUMBER EACH DAY
Draw a table in a book/on a piece of paper or use a mind map to write about your number of the day.
You may write about any number between 30 and 9 999.
Is there anything else you can add that you know about that number?

https://youtu.be/cNHc2XCultQ


Patterns and Algebra
Look at the number patterns below and how I have described them.

3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18
( I can describe my number pattern by saying ‘it goes up by threes’, I can also see it is made up of odd numbers)

25, 20, 15, 10, 5
( I can describe my number pattern by saying ‘it goes down by fives’)

Create 2-4 different number patterns and write a sentence describing each one.
1. ________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________________________________________________________
4. ________________________________________________________________________________________________

Look at the number patterns below. Each number pattern has a missing number. See the example below.
E.g.  3, 7, 11, ___, 19, 23 (I know the missing number is 15 because the pattern is going up by 4. I can describe
my number pattern by saying ‘it goes up by fours’.)

Can you work out the missing number and describe how the missing number in the number pattern was found?
55, 65, 75, ____, 95, 105, 115
Describe how you got your answer: __________________________________________________________________________________________________

36, 33, 30, _____, 24, 21, 18
Describe how you got your answer: __________________________________________________________________________________________________

Challenging patterns, can you find their missing number and describe the pattern.

6, 12, 24, 48, ____, 192, 384

63, 60, 57, 54, ____, 48, 45, 42

Other KLA area’s PDHPE-Healthy Eating

Students watch the following video where the 5 food groups are identified.



Australian guide to healthy eating Click here to watch https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rgI5q-XnKg

Today you will be designing a healthy dinner and dessert meal for your family. You can draw the meal in your book and
create a key for each of the food groups (fruits and vegetables, carbohydrates, protein, dairy and fats). Record how many of
each food group you used in the meal. Remember to include at least one food from each of the 5 food groups into your
healthy meal.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rgI5q-XnKg


Tuesday
Reading

Learning Intention:
We are learning to make inferences to understand

texts we read.

Success Criteria:
I can use clues in the text and my background
knowledge to understand the texts I read.

Making Inferences
Read the text below and answer the questions below . Inference charts to support you have been
pasted at the end of the grid.

Max blew out the seven candles that were nestled into the icing on the cake. As he looked up, he saw

his sister flailing her arms whilst turning to their mother. She was holding the toy she had unwrapped

this morning and cried out, “Look at what he did!”

Use your background knowledge and clues in the text to write a text or draw a picture
describing what is happening in the text. What is happening? Can you write about the
characters?

Writing
Learning Intention: We are learning to plan our
writing.

Success Criteria: We can plan our writing using
keywords, drawings, diagrams or notes.

Remember when you are writing to look at
your writing criteria and think about what
criteria or goals you are going to work
towards to improve your writing.

Plan

This week you are going to write an imaginative text about a superhero that helps others. See the
teacher's example attached at the end of the weekly lessons.

Write a plan of what is going to happen in your story. You may choose to do a mind map like
the teachers or you may choose to do a different plan such as a storyboard or fish bone plan.
Please make sure you are using detailed drawings, key words, diagrams or notes. The teacher's
text is about a superhero that spreads kindness and their plan is below as an example. Please
do not choose the same superhero or super power as the teacher’s, we want to see you use
your imagination.

Sight Words
Practise reading and writing your sight word list. If you are unsure what list you are working on please
ask your teacher.

Mathematics

Learning Intention:
We are learning to describe, continue and create

Complete a new number of the day using the information from Monday.

Patterns and Algebra:



number patterns.

Success Criteria:
I can continue number patterns.

I can create patterns

I can describe my number pattern in words.

Complete the question below.

Using lego pieces, dominoes or items around the house complete the following activity: Please note,
you need to make sure your blocks are the same size!

Here is a sequence of buildings.

Can you make the next building in the sequence ( a four storey building) following the pattern. Use the
table below to record the number of storeys and the number of blocks in the bottom storey for each
building. How many blocks will there be in a 10-storey building?



Number of storeys Number of blocks in bottom storey

1 1

2 3

3

4

5

6

Other KLA area’s
.

Creative Arts

Dance Party!

Materials:
- Costumes (optional)
- Music

1. Choose a particular song or style of music that you like.

2. Create a dance routine that follows the beat of the song.

3. Perform this in front of your family!



Wednesday
Reading Character Map

Draw a picture of a character. Use clues from the text to describe your character.

Writing
Learning Intention: We are learning to
compose a text for a purpose and audience.
Success Criteria: We can use our plan to
compose a text for a purpose and audience. We
can use language features, different sentences
and organise our ideas.

Composing
Please read through the teacher’s example before completing your own text. The teacher’s example is
attached at the end of the weekly lessons.

Use your plan to compose your imaginative text about your superhero. Make sure you use your
ideas from your plan and tick it off as you go.

Sight Words
Practise reading and writing your sight word list. If you are unsure what list you are working on please
ask your teacher.

Mathematics

Learning Intention:
We are learning to describe, continue and create
number patterns.

Success Criteria:
I can continue number patterns.

I can create patterns

I can describe my number pattern in words.

Complete a new number of the day using the information from Monday.

Patterns and Algebra:
Complete the question below.



Using sticks, spoons, toothpicks, pencils or any items that are the same shape and size (they need to be
long and skinny like a toothpick) complete the questions below:

Here is a sequence of squares with sides measuring 1 toothpick, 2 toothpicks, 3 toothpicks etc.

Can you make the next 3 squares in the pattern. The perimeter of each square is the distance all the
way around. Complete the table below to show the perimeter of each of the squares.

Length of one side of the square. Perimeter of each square

1 4 toothpicks

2 8  toothpicks

3 12  toothpicks

4

5

6

7

8



Other KLA area’s Science- Living Things
A living thing is something that is alive. It is something that can grow, use energy, reproduce and adapt
to its environment. Living things need food, water and air to survive.

Non-living things have never been alive.

Make a list of things that are living and things that are non-living. They can be around your house and
backyard or other things you know of. Try to come up with at least 5 of each. There is an example
below:

Living Non-Living

a tree
a house



Thursday
Reading Non-Fiction

Read a non-fiction book and write or draw about something you learned.

Writing
Learning Intention: We are learning to recraft
our writing to meet our purpose and audience.
Success Criteria: We can revise and improve
our writing by adding better vocabulary and
language features to meet our purpose and
audience.

Recrafting
See the teacher's example attached at the end of the weekly lessons and then have a go at recrafting
your own writing.

Re-read your writing from yesterday. If you have a green or coloured pencil at home you can us
it to recraft your writing by adding better words and language features.

Sight Words
Practise reading and writing your sight word list. If you are unsure what list you are working on
please ask your teacher.

Mathematics
Learning Intention: We are learning to solve
problems by using number sentences for
addition or subtraction.
Success Criteria:
I can complete number sentences involving one
operation of addition or subtraction by
calculating the missing number.
I can solve problems involving addition or
subtraction by using number sentences

Complete a new number of the day using the information from Monday.

Patterns and Algebra: Today we are learning how to find a missing number in a number sentence.
See the example below to help you.

Example:  ____ + 6 = 16 ,

I know the missing number is 10 because I know my number facts- 10 and 6 makes 16.
I could also count back 6 from 16 to work out the missing number.
I could also count on from 6 to 16 to work out the missing number.
I could also partition (break up the number) to work it out (16 is made up of 6 and 10, or 5+5+3+3, or
7+6+3 and many more combinations)- I could then remove 6 and the number left would be the missing
number.

The following questions involve numbers up to 20 and include missing numbers in addition and
subtraction sentences. Contact your teacher if you are having difficulty and they can talk you through
it.  You may like to write a sentence to talk about how you solved some of the problems.



5 + ? = 12 4 + 16 = ? ? – 4 = 13 ? + 9 = 17 20 - ? = 5

18 - ? = 6 8 + 3 = ? 5 + ? = 17 18 - ? = 16 17 – 8 = ?

6 + 2 + ? = 16 ? + 4 + 6 = 17 5 + ? + 3 = 12 3 + 3 + ? = 14 9 + 7 +1 = ?

Challenge Extra

Find the missing number so  5 +___= 13 or 15 - ____= 9

Find the missing number so  8 +___= 19 or 20 - ____= 9

Can you create 1-3 of your own missing number problems?

Optional: If you can you may like to watch this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4X9lVZtLldM&t=3s
Optional Online Game: https://toytheater.com/addition-scale/

Other KLA area’s Geography

This term we are learning about People and Places. Think of one of your favourite places, e.g. beach,
park, forest, home, backyard, ocean. Draw one of your favourite places and what we would see in this
place . Can you write a few sentences describing why this is one of your favourite places and why it is
important to you? Why would people visit this place?

Optional Activity

Looking at a map of Australia, if you could plan a journey around Australia, can you identify some
places you would like to visit?  You may like to draw a map of Australia and mark your journey.
Can you describe one of the places you would like to visit? What would it look like? What features
may be there? Why would you like to visit this place?

Map of Australia:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4X9lVZtLldM&t=3s
https://toytheater.com/addition-scale/




Friday
Reading

Remember when you are reading to look at
your reading criteria and think about what
criteria or goals you are going to work
towards to improve your reading.

Self- Reflection

Write about how you are being an effective reader. Use the reading criteria sheet attached to help you
with this. What are two things you have done well? What is something you could improve on for next

time?

Writing
Learning Intention: We are learning to re-read
and edit our writing to make sure that it makes
sense and meets our purpose and audience.
Success Criteria: We can reread and edit our
writing for punctuation, spelling and text
structure to make sure it makes sense and meets
our purpose.

Editing
See the teacher's example attached at the end of the weekly lessons and then have a go at editing your
own writing.

Re-read your writing from yesterday. If you have a red or orange pencil at home you can use
this whilst editing your work.
Check you have capital letters at the beginning of each sentence and for the names of people,
places and things.
Check the punctuation at the end of each sentence
Edit any spelling mistakes by circling the incorrect word and writing the correct spelling.

Sight Words
Practise reading and writing your sight word list. If you are unsure what list you are working on
please ask your teacher.

Mathematics
Learning Intention: We are learning to solve
problems by using number sentences for
addition or subtraction.
Success Criteria:
I can complete number sentences involving one
operation of addition or subtraction by
calculating the missing number.
I can solve problems involving addition or
subtraction by using number sentences

Complete a new number of the day using the information from Monday.

Patterns and Algebra: Complete the following questions then play the missing number sentence
game.

1. 3 + 6 = ___ + ___                         Can you find different answers? Remember the equals sign (=)
means “the same as” here is an example:

a. 3 + 6 = 5 + 1         So this means: 3 plus 6 is the same as 5 plus 1. What other
combinations of numbers could make 3+6 ?

2. My tree had 6 metres chopped off the top. It is now 4 metres high. How tall was my tree before
it was chopped?



Missing number sentence game “Gaps Game”. See the pages for this game at the end of this document.
How to play: This game is for 2 or 3 players. You could play with your parent, or big brother or sister.

1. Each player fills in their part-whole diagram first. This stays in front of you like a game board.
2. Cut out the number cards on the second page (or create your own number cards that are the

same as the picture).
3. Place the number cards in between the two players face down on the table.
4. Players take turns to turn over a number card. If it can be used on their board, the player

keeps it. If not, they show it to the rest of the players and replace it face down on the table.
5. The first player to fill the gaps on their board is the winner.

Other KLA area’s PDHPE- Sport

Make up your own fitness routine to complete. An example of a fitness routine is:
5 x frog jumps
7 x high knees
4 x star jumps
20 x scissor kicks
15 x crab walks
Jogging on the spot to the count of 30

You may even like to get a family member to film your routine.









Plan



Composing



Recrafting



Editing



Reading Criteria to be used when discussing a text.



Writing Criteria









Extra Optional Activities

Science- Living Things Videos https://www.youtube.com/user/TarongaSydney/videos

Reading- Epic https://www.getepic.com/sign-in/educator
Ask your teacher for login details if you are not sure.

Mathletics https://www.mathletics.com/au/
Ask your teacher for login details if you are not sure.

Mathematics Counting groups of 10
https://au.mathgames.com/skill/1.5-count-groups-of-ten-to
-20-30-120

Skip counting
https://au.mathgames.com/skill/1.7-skip-counting-by-5-10-
and-100

Number up to 1000
https://au.mathgames.com/skill/1.12-compare-numbers-up
-to-1000

Creative arts Drawing a parrot
https://youtu.be/CiI2sWm-AlU

Drawing a whale
https://youtu.be/qJUclowq0J8

PDHPE https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QnXM13ur9ZFhdiI5751vjS
ix9TSwKpyy/view?usp=sharing

https://www.youtube.com/user/TarongaSydney/videos
https://www.getepic.com/sign-in/educator
https://www.mathletics.com/au/
https://au.mathgames.com/skill/1.5-count-groups-of-ten-to-20-30-120
https://au.mathgames.com/skill/1.5-count-groups-of-ten-to-20-30-120
https://au.mathgames.com/skill/1.7-skip-counting-by-5-10-and-100
https://au.mathgames.com/skill/1.7-skip-counting-by-5-10-and-100
https://au.mathgames.com/skill/1.12-compare-numbers-up-to-1000
https://au.mathgames.com/skill/1.12-compare-numbers-up-to-1000
https://youtu.be/CiI2sWm-AlU
https://youtu.be/qJUclowq0J8
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QnXM13ur9ZFhdiI5751vjSix9TSwKpyy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QnXM13ur9ZFhdiI5751vjSix9TSwKpyy/view?usp=sharing

